In vivo 1H-NMR procedure to determine several rat cerebral metabolite levels simultaneously, undisturbed by water and lipid signals.
Methods developed for in vivo 1H-NMR spectroscopy are evaluated and applied using conscious rats. Good quality 1H-spectra of the brain are obtained using a surface coil and a spin echo pulse sequence with the binomial 1-1 and 2-2 water suppression pulses. However, comparing spectra from various rats with each other the water and lipid signals, which cause spectral overlap problems, may differ while the other spectral peaks agree well. Spatially one- and two-dimensional 1H spectroscopic imaging of the rat brain shows that the former signals stem from distinct spatial regions localized close to the rf coil. From a spectroscopic image, a spectrum over a limited spatial region is constructed in which the water signals are strongly reduced, the lipid signals are eliminated and lactic acid can be observed clearly simultaneously with other metabolites.